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Cíle a prosťredky

Cíl: p̌redat informaci −→ srozumitelnost

Prosťredkem je forma:

• očekávání čtená̌re, p̌rirozenost

• nesmí rušit, ale podněcovat ke čtení

• má napomáhat stručnosti

Věda a řemeslo zabývající se formou dokumentu −→ typografie.
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Principy dobrého dokumentu

1. informace

2. struktura

3. jednotnost

4. estetika, tradice
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Struktura dokumentu

Struktura −→ z latinského struere, skládat sestavovat, budovat, pǒrádat

Části dokumentu

• strukturní elementy

• grafické elementy

− viditelné

− neviditelné
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Strukturní elementy

tvǒrí významové a logické celky

• dokument ⊂ patitul, protititul, titulní list, vydavatelský záznam, anotace, tiráž,

abstrakt, věnování, p̌redmluva, mezititul, obsah, literatura, rejsťríky, oddíly, ka-

pitoly, podkapitoly;

• oddíl, kapitola, podkapitola, . . . ⊂ nadpis, odstavce, obrázky, tabulky, algoritmy

i s jejich popisky;

• odstavec ⊂ poznámky pod čarou, marginálie, písmena, symboly, matematické

výrazy, zvýraznění, odrážky číslované i nečíslované, definice, tabulky, obrázky,

akce, hypertextový link.
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Grafické elementy viditelné

• kniha, brožura, . . . , článek 〈médium, stránkové zrcadlo〉 ⊂ stránky, sloupce;

• stránka 〈velikost, řádkový rejsťrík〉 ⊂ sloupce, záhlaví, zápatí, stránková číslice,

marginálie, plovoucí objekty včetně jejich popisků;

• sloupec 〈pǒradí, ší̌rka〉 ⊂ řádky, rámečky, linky;

• řádka 〈ší̌re, výplň〉 ⊂ znaky, linky, rámečky, obrázky;

• znak 〈písmo, velikost, barva, atribut〉;

• linka 〈tlouš̌tka, počátek, konec〉;

• rámeček 〈okraj, ší̌rka, výška〉;

• obrázek 〈grafický formát, velikost〉;

• akce a hypertextový link.
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Obrázek 2: Celostránkové dřevořezy Josefa Vá-
chala jsou těžko čitelné svou kostrbatou formou,
archaickým jazykem i obsahem. Přesto jsou dnes
velmi ceněny (a to nejen peněžně). Důvodem není
jen výjmečná řemeslná i umělecká kvalita a nadča-
sový obsah. Formální stránka dodává dílu složitě se
deroucímu na svět věrohodnosti. Podtrhává osob-
nostní komplikovanost a existenční obtíže autora,
který se pochopení svého díla nedožil. Josef Vá-
chal, Vidění sedmera dnů a planet. Paseka 1998.

Obrázek 3: Odstavcová zarážka může mít různou podobu. Nejčastěji používané je
odsazení prvního řádku dovnitř textu, ale někdy i vně, jako v tomto popisku.
Též vertikální odsunutí odstavců je běžné. Méně časté je odsazení prvního
řádku o šířku východového (posledního) řádku předchozího odstavce tak, jako
v reprodukované ukázce z Typographie Oldřicha Hlavsy [12].

Též je možné oddělit odstavce speciálním znakem, nejčastěji ¶ (z latinského capi-
tulum, anglicky zvaného pilcrow). Tento způsob se užíval hlavně ve středověku.
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CHANGE POINT ANALYSIS
OF ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION PROFILES

LUBOŠ PRCHAL
lubos.prchal@st.cuni.cz

Department of Statistics and Probability, Charles University, Prague

SUMMARY

The poster presents a statistical analysis of the dependance of atmospheric radioactivity on the altitude. As a theoretical model explaining the
physical background of this process is not known, two parametric regression models based on Richards growth curve are proposed. We discuss
several computational challenges coming from the parameter estimating procedure and we focus on the choice of software suitable for calculations.
The second part is devoted to the statistical analysis of changes in variance of our measurements. It appears that the random terms cannot be
modelled by a series of i.i.d. random variables. On the contrary, the functional model consisting of three segments with two unknown change
points seems to be much more appropriate. Assuming normal distribution of the error terms we propose test statistic for the detection of the
linear trend in the variance and show its limit distribution. To complete the work, we estimate the change points and the variance parameters
using several methods and study their properties.

I METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
Analyzed data come from Prague-Libuš upper air meteorolog-
ical station of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, where
every month the vertical profiles of beta and gamma radioac-
tivity are measured by the radioactivity sonde system. The
radioactivity sensor consisting of two Geiger-Müller gamma
and beta tubes is a part of meteorological balloons which as-
cends from the earth’s surface up to 35 km and detects short
current pulses coming from the interaction between the radi-
ation and the tube wall material.
After several “re-calculations” the complicated measurement
process results into the data pairs (xi, yi)ni=1, where x repre-
sents the altitude and y the average number of pulses
per second in the fixed altitude x. Let us note that y is
proportional to the radiation intensity.
II APPLIED REGRESSION MODELS
The first aim of the analysis was to suggest a parametric regression model Yi = m(Xi)+εi, where m(·) repre-
sents mean amount of radiation and εi a random “error” term. As described by Hlubinka (2004), the models
m(·) are based on Richards growth curve R(x) and its derivative r(x). Unfortunately, Richards
curve itself does not describe properly the measurements in low atmospheric layers. That’s why we propose
two extended additive models. The first model consists of r(x) and a simple linear function, meanwhile
the second model of r(x) and logistic growth curve being of the form

m1(x) = r(x) + ex + k;
m2(x) = r(x) + e

(
1 + exp

{
−f(x− g)

})
+ k.

III COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES
We used the classical Least Squares method to estimate the unknown parameters of suggested models m1(x)
and m2(x). Although the principle seems to be quite simple, the minimization procedure must be performed
numerically resulting in several difficult computational problems and challenges.
SETTING UP THE INITIAL PARAMETERS
Numerical methods need initial parameters estimators to start the procedure with. The key to set up appro-
priate initial parameters is to understand their interpretation. The choice of starting points resulting from
the analysis of the parameters is described in detail by Hlubinka (2004).
NUMERICAL NON-STABILITY
The numerical stability of the minimization procedure is influenced by several factors. Because of the analytic
form of r(x) one must pay attention on representation of small numbers, exclude non-sense values
of parameters and think about appropriate data scaling.
CHOICE OF SOFTWARE
Almost every statistical or mathematical software offers some implementation of numerical methods suitable
for the Least Squares minimization. However, not all implementations are able to solve our, quite complicated,
problem with 6 (or 8) parameters to be estimated. Notice that we wish not only to obtain the reasonable
fit of the data, but we require that the estimated submodels (e.g. r(x) and the logistic curve) and their
parameters are interpretable. To obtain the best possible parameterization we applied the optimization
procedure implemented in several software packages. Finally, we decided for Matlab, Release 13,
and its lsqcurvefit function.
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Methods implemented in R and S Plus soft-
wares do not convergate at all, even if the
initial parameters are set up to the “optimal”
solution provided by Matlab.
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Mathematica 5 offers, as default, one ex-
tremely rapid function (FindFit). How-
ever, it sometimes results into non-sense
and uninterpretable parametrizations
as shown in the figure.
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Matlab, Release 13, contains two suitable functions. Presented results were obtained
by more sophisticated lsqcurvefit function from the Optimization Toolbox (right figure),
while the simplier nlinfit function from the Statistics Toolbox convergates into uninter-
pretable parametrizations (left figure).
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IV ANALYSIS OF VARIABILITY
Radioactivity measurements evidently show heteroscedasticity. The goal was to suggest a suitable parametric
model, estimate its parameters and study its properties.
PARAMETRIC MODEL
It appears that the errors εi cannot be modelled by a series of
i.i.d. random variables. To gain an idea about a suitable para-
metric model for the variance, we fitted squared errors using a
kernel estimator as shown in the figure. Based on this estima-
tion, the parametric functional model for σ2(xi) = var Yi in the
form of

σ2(x) = σ2 + δ2
[

x− xs

xt − xs
I
(
x ∈ (xs, xt〉

)
+ I

(
x ∈ (xt,∞)

)]
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seems to be much more appropriate. Having two unknown real parameters σ2 > 0 and δ ≥ 0 it consists
of three segments and may change its behavior in two unknown altitudes (two unknown change points
xs and xt).
CHANGE POINT DETECTION

H: σ2(x) = σ2, ∀x ∈ 〈x1, xn〉
A: ∃xs, xt ∈ {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, xs < xt,

σ2(x) = σ2, 0 ≤ x ≤ xs,

= σ2 +
x − xs

xt − xs
δ2, xs < x ≤ xt,

= σ2 + δ2, xt < x ≤ xn.

A natural question appears: Is the variance constant or
not? More precisely, the question is how to perform a statisti-
cal test of the hypothesis of a constant variance against
the alternative of two unknown change points.
Assuming independent Yi ∼ N(m(xi), σ2(xi)) and being in-
spired by Gupta and Ramanayake (2001), we propose a test
statistic and show its limit distribution. Main ideas and key
steps are summarized in the box below. The formal, very long
and tedious proof is available on request.

1 TRANSFORMATION
Assuming independent and normal Ui we get

Wj =
σ2

2j−1
2

U 2
2j−1 + U 2

2j

σ2
2j

∼ Exp(σ2
2j−1)

2 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD APPROACH
For fixed change points s and t we have ML ratio

ls,t(σ
2, δ2) =

n/2∏
j=1

fA(Wj)

fH(Wj)
.

Using the sum-type principle, for unknown s, t we
obtain the test statistic in the form of

T = const. ·
∑

γjWj∑
Wj

3 MOMENTS OF T
To calculate moments of T denote

Zj = Wj

⎛
⎝

n/2∑
k=1

Wk

⎞
⎠

−1

.

The vector (Z2, Z3, . . . , Zn/2)
′ has n/2− 1 dimensional Dirich-

let distribution with all parameters equal 1. Moments of T can
be easily calculated using moments of Z for fixed n.

4 LIMIT DISTRIBUTION
The test statistic has asymptotic normal distribution, i.e.

V =
T − ET√

var T
∼ N(0, 1)

and n = 100 is enough to use its asymptotic properties.

ESTIMATORS
As expected, we rejected the null hypothesis for
all data sets. To complete the study we have
to estimate the change points and the parame-
ters σ2 and δ2 of the segmented model. We sug-
gested estimators based on the Least Squares
method, Weighted Least Squares method and
the L1 approach using Iteratively Weighted
Least Squares method and the linear pro-
gramming. L1 approach seems to be satis-
factory for the change points estimations,
on the contrary LS and WLS methods
are much more appropriate for estimat-
ing the variance parameters.

The optimal estimator combines the L1-
estimator for change points with the WLS-
estimator of variance parameters σ2 and δ2.
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Warning !!! As shown in
the figures, the change points
estimators based on the Least
Squares methods (blue line)
are extremely sensitive to
the “outliers”. On the con-
trary, L1 approach (red line)
provides much more stable es-
timations.
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V FUTURE PLANS
The presented work should be understood as the first step in analyzing atmospheric radiation. However, a lot
of interesting statistical and meteorological questions still remain without satisfactory answers. Among them,
we would like to focus mainly on the following:
• how to detect a seasonality in our measurements when considered as functional data;
• how to estimate quantiles of the radiation in different altitudes to be able to set up an alarm system;
• how to improve numerical methods to obtain more stable parameterizations of proposed models.

Acknowledgement. Author would like to express his thanks to Prof. Jaromı́r Antoch for his generous support, valuable comments and help. The poster was supported by
grants GAČR 201/03/0945 and MSM 113200008.
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Grafické elementy neviditelné

• okraje stránky;

• mezery okolo textových elementů;

• řádkování;

• sloupce a buňky tabulky;

• interpunkční mezerování;

• mezerování matematických výrazů.
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Jednotnost dokumentu

Jednotnost:

1. stejné elementy stejně

Rigid multi-modality registration of medical images
using point similarity measures

Peter Rogelj and Stanislav Kovačič

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana,
Tržaška 25, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

peter.rogelj@fe.uni-lj.si, stanislav.kovacic@fe.uni-lj.si

Abstract Rigid registration is usually performed as an op-
timization procedure that searches for an image transforma-
tion that gives best similarity between the registered images.
Similarity is used as a measure of image correspondence.
In this work we present an implementation of rigid multi-
modality registration based on point similarity measures,
which were developed for non-rigid registration tasks. The
system was evaluated by The retrospective registration eval-
uation project. The obtained results prove that point similar-
ity measures are also suitable for various rigid registration
tasks.

1 Introduction

The aim of rigid image registration is to determine a spatial
transformation that best aligns source image B to the tar-
get image A. The transformation consists of six parameters,
which represent image translation and rotation. Image reg-
istration procedures are based on the assumption that higher
similarity between the images corresponds to more correct
image alignment. This enables the registration to be pre-
formed as an optimization of transformation parameters us-
ing image similarity as the optimization criterion. However,
the presumption is not necessarily correct. Function of sim-
ilarity is not smooth according to the image misalignment, it
includes local extrema, and furthermore, a global extremum
may not appear exactly at the best image alignment. To
overcome these problems several optimization procedures
[4] and similarity measures [6, 2] have been introduced.

Our implementation of rigid registration algorithm is
based on point similarity measures, which were developed
for solving high-dimensional non-rigid registration tasks.
In addition to their multi-modality capabilities they enable
measuring the similarity of arbitrarily small image regions,
and provide good local sensitivity for all tissue types irre-
spective of their amount. The major difficulty in further
developments of non-rigid registration techniques is that at
present an objective evaluation scheme is not available. On
the other hand, thanks to The retrospective registration eval-
uation project [1], rigid registration systems can be objec-
tively compared with the reference prospective registration
technique. This motivated us to implement a rigid regis-
tration system using our point similarity measures, which
allowed us to show their performance using standard evalu-
ation approach.

2 Point similarity measures

Point similarity measures [7] were developed for non-rigid
registration tasks, where extreme locality is required to de-
tect detailed image discrepancies. They are based on infor-
mation derived from the whole images, but enable measur-
ing similarity of arbitrarily small image regions, including
similarity of individual image points.

Similarity measurement using point similarity measures
is a two step process. In the first step similarity function S(i)
is estimated, and in the second similarity S(v) of certain im-
age point pair v is determined. Similarity function defines
the similarity of all possible intensity pairs i = (iA, iB),
where iA and iB are the intensities of target and source im-
age respectively. The estimation of similarity function is
based on joint intensity distribution p(i), which can be ob-
tained from the images by normalizing joint intensity his-
togram or by Parzen window estimation [5].

The joint intensity distribution obtained from the images
changes according to the quality of image alignment. Only
the joint intensity distribution of correctly aligned images
represents the correct image intensity dependence. As this
distribution is not known until the images are correctly reg-
istered, the estimation of similarity function is based on the
available joint intensity distribution p(i).

Several point similarity measures exist. They differ only
in the way how similarity function S(i) is estimated from
the joint distribution p(i). The one, which we use for multi-
modality rigid registration, is the following:

S(i) = log(p(iA|iB) · p(iB |iA)) =

= log
p(i)2

p(iA) · p(iB)
, (1)

where p(iA|iB) and p(iB |iA) denote conditional intensity
distributions, while p(iA) and p(iB) denote marginal in-
tensity distributions. S(i) is better estimated when inten-
sity distributions are obtained at better image alignment. If
the alignment is very poor, S(i) significantly differs from
the correct image intensity dependence and such registration
may not be successful.

The second step in similarity measurement using point
similarity measures is determination of similarity S(v) for
certain image point or voxel v. It can be determined directly

Computer Vision — CVWW’03, Ondřej Drbohlav (ed.)
Valtice, Czech Republic, February 3–6, 2003
Czech Pattern Recognition Society

[←]
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2. související elementy se sjednocující myšlenkou

1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Formulation

Viewpoint-independent recognition of objects is a fundamental problem in computer vision. The
common formulation is essentially: given some knowledge of how certain objects may appear,
plus an image of a scene possibly containing those objects, find which objects are present in the
scene and where. Consider the example in Figure 1.1. If the images in (a) represent objects of
interest, which of the objects are present in scenes in (b)?

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Object recognition. (a) Examples of objects of interest, (b) examples of scenes where
the objects might be sought.

Recently, a considerable success in addressing the problem has been achieved by approaches
based on matching of regions detected by processes that are locally quasi-invariant to viewpoint
changes [Low04, MS02, MS01, TVG00, vZ03]. Such methods represent objects by sets of regions
described by invariants computed from local measurements. The representation is learned from
training images without manual intervention. During recognition, the same representation
is built for the test image. The recognition problem is then formulated as a search for a
geometrically consistent set of correspondences of regions from query and database images.
Since it is not required that all local features match, the approaches are robust to occlusion and
cluttered background. And since region-to-region correspondences are established, recognition
also achieves localisation. This thesis proposes an object recognition method of this category.

The goal of the thesis was to design a method, which would recognise instances of rigid objects
in large variety of scenes. The problem of categorisation was not considered. The stress was put
on achieving recognition of objects observed from significantly different viewpoints and under
different illumination conditions.

1.2 Overview of the Proposed Approach

The structure of the proposed recognition method is summarised in Algorithm 1 and visualised
in Figure 1.2. Appearance of objects is represented by sets of measurements defined in lo-
cal coordinate systems (Local Affine Frames, LAFs) that are established on affine-covariantly
detected image regions. The LAFs are constructed by exploiting multiple affine-covariant pro-
cedures that take the detected regions as an input. Assuming locally planar approximation
of object shape, any image measurement expressed in LAF coordinates is viewpoint-invariant.
Appearance of the objects is thus represented by local patches, with shapes and locations given

3

3. rovnoměrné pokrytí strany

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a new sys-
tem must not only be the implementer and first large--scale user;
the designer should also write the first user manual. The sep-
aration of any of these four components would have hurt TEX
significantly. If I had not participated fully in all these activi-
ties, literally hundreds of improvements would never have been
made, because I would never have thought of them or perceived
why they were important. But a system cannot be successful
if it is too strongly influenced by a single person. Once the
initial design is complete and fairly robust, the real test begins
as people with many different viewpoints undertake their own
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Domácí meta vznikne odstřižením rohů ze čtverce
velikosti 43 cm, ostatní mety mají tvar čtverce o
hraně 38 cm. Vnitřní hrana obdelníkového území
pálkaře o rozměrech 91×213 cm je odsazena od
hrany domácí mety o15 cm a přečnívá o 91 cm roh
hřiště. ������������������������������������������������������� ������������������������������������������������������
Hrají jej dvě mužstva (oficiálně o devíti členech).
Hráči družstva v poli (polaři) mohou být kdeko-
liv v poli, jen nadhazovač a chytač musí být ve
svém území. Družstva se pravidelně střídají ve
hře na pálce i v poli. Směna je období hry, kdy
totéž mužstvo hrálo na pálce i v poli. Ke střídání
úloh dojde, pokud družstvo v poli dosáhne třetího
autu. �������������������������������������������������������� �������������������������������������������������������
Účelem hráče na pálce je správně odpálit, proběh-
nout metovou dráhu (dotknout se v pořadí první,
druhé třetí a domácí mety) dříve, než je vyau-
tován. Za takový oběh získá jeho mužstvo bod.
Úkolem polařů je zabránit běžci v získání bodu
tím, že jej autují dříve, než dokončí oběh. ��� ��

Nadhazování
�
Nadhazovač musí zaujnout postavení oběma

nohama na zemi a musí se nohama dotýkat nad-
hazovací mety. ������������������������������������������� ������������������������������������������
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4. dodržení národních, oborových a lokálních konvencí

Rigid multi-modality registration of medical images
using point similarity measures

Peter Rogelj and Stanislav Kovačič

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana,
Tržaška 25, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

peter.rogelj@fe.uni-lj.si, stanislav.kovacic@fe.uni-lj.si

Abstract Rigid registration is usually performed as an op-
timization procedure that searches for an image transforma-
tion that gives best similarity between the registered images.
Similarity is used as a measure of image correspondence.
In this work we present an implementation of rigid multi-
modality registration based on point similarity measures,
which were developed for non-rigid registration tasks. The
system was evaluated by The retrospective registration eval-
uation project. The obtained results prove that point similar-
ity measures are also suitable for various rigid registration
tasks.

1 Introduction

The aim of rigid image registration is to determine a spatial
transformation that best aligns source image B to the tar-
get image A. The transformation consists of six parameters,
which represent image translation and rotation. Image reg-
istration procedures are based on the assumption that higher
similarity between the images corresponds to more correct
image alignment. This enables the registration to be pre-
formed as an optimization of transformation parameters us-
ing image similarity as the optimization criterion. However,
the presumption is not necessarily correct. Function of sim-
ilarity is not smooth according to the image misalignment, it
includes local extrema, and furthermore, a global extremum
may not appear exactly at the best image alignment. To
overcome these problems several optimization procedures
[4] and similarity measures [6, 2] have been introduced.

Our implementation of rigid registration algorithm is
based on point similarity measures, which were developed
for solving high-dimensional non-rigid registration tasks.
In addition to their multi-modality capabilities they enable
measuring the similarity of arbitrarily small image regions,
and provide good local sensitivity for all tissue types irre-
spective of their amount. The major difficulty in further
developments of non-rigid registration techniques is that at
present an objective evaluation scheme is not available. On
the other hand, thanks to The retrospective registration eval-
uation project [1], rigid registration systems can be objec-
tively compared with the reference prospective registration
technique. This motivated us to implement a rigid regis-
tration system using our point similarity measures, which
allowed us to show their performance using standard evalu-
ation approach.

2 Point similarity measures

Point similarity measures [7] were developed for non-rigid
registration tasks, where extreme locality is required to de-
tect detailed image discrepancies. They are based on infor-
mation derived from the whole images, but enable measur-
ing similarity of arbitrarily small image regions, including
similarity of individual image points.

Similarity measurement using point similarity measures
is a two step process. In the first step similarity function S(i)
is estimated, and in the second similarity S(v) of certain im-
age point pair v is determined. Similarity function defines
the similarity of all possible intensity pairs i = (iA, iB),
where iA and iB are the intensities of target and source im-
age respectively. The estimation of similarity function is
based on joint intensity distribution p(i), which can be ob-
tained from the images by normalizing joint intensity his-
togram or by Parzen window estimation [5].

The joint intensity distribution obtained from the images
changes according to the quality of image alignment. Only
the joint intensity distribution of correctly aligned images
represents the correct image intensity dependence. As this
distribution is not known until the images are correctly reg-
istered, the estimation of similarity function is based on the
available joint intensity distribution p(i).

Several point similarity measures exist. They differ only
in the way how similarity function S(i) is estimated from
the joint distribution p(i). The one, which we use for multi-
modality rigid registration, is the following:

S(i) = log(p(iA|iB) · p(iB |iA)) =

= log
p(i)2

p(iA) · p(iB)
, (1)

where p(iA|iB) and p(iB |iA) denote conditional intensity
distributions, while p(iA) and p(iB) denote marginal in-
tensity distributions. S(i) is better estimated when inten-
sity distributions are obtained at better image alignment. If
the alignment is very poor, S(i) significantly differs from
the correct image intensity dependence and such registration
may not be successful.

The second step in similarity measurement using point
similarity measures is determination of similarity S(v) for
certain image point or voxel v. It can be determined directly

Computer Vision — CVWW’03, Ondřej Drbohlav (ed.)
Valtice, Czech Republic, February 3–6, 2003
Czech Pattern Recognition Society
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5. chronologická jednotnost

Odstrašující p̌ríklad

Invited Lectures New Trends in Research of Energetic Materials, Czech Republic, 2007

18 EDA and Energetics Collaboration in Europe 1

EDA AND ENERGETICS COLLABORATION IN EUROPE – A 
PERSONAL VIEW  

 

Dr Adam S Cumming 

Dstl Fort Halstead 

Sevenoaks 

Kent 

United Kingdom 

ascumming@dstl.gov.uk 

 

Abstract: The ending of WEAG and the CEPAs changed the collaboration map of 
Europe, and the last two years have seen the development of the European Defence 
Agency and new mechanisms for collaboration.  This paper will outline the author’s 
perspectives of what has been achieved and how, as well as looking to the future for 
European collaboration in the area. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In October 2005, CEPA 14 met for the last time in Bucharest, reviewed its programme 

portfolio and prepared to hand over responsibility for multinational European collaboration to 
the EDA.  It had been successful and delivered programmes that added and still add to 
European capability.  It had served a further purpose in linking research groups across Europe 
and teaching all those who participated that there was a real benefit in working with others, 
and not just those seen to be major investors in this area of research. 

 

The EDA was faced with the need to broaden the areas of activity and to find ways to 
develop processes that fitted with the demands of its member states.  Although a European 
Union organisation, Denmark had decided not to take part, which leads to the use of the term 
participating Member States (pMS). In addition, through legacy programmes it has links with 
both Norway and Turkey.  These issues have made matters more complex, although an 
administrative agreement has provided a means for Norway to take formal part in 
programmes.  As Norway is one of the important energetics technology sources within 
Europe, this is an important agreement. 

 

Now in 2007, the process is working.  There have been and are delays and problems, and 
no doubt there will be more, but European collaboration is continuing, and developing. 
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Tradice, estetika

P̌ríklady tradice:

• směr čtení;

• číslování stránek arabsky a římsky;

• interpunkce: –, —; uvozovky: „německé“, “anglické”, « francouzské ».

P̌ríklady estetiky:

• vdovy, sirotky;

• řádkový rejsťrík u více sloupců;

• proporce; zlatý řez.

a b
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Obecné pravidlo formátování

Informace × jednotnost

Absolutní jednotnost nenese žádnou informaci!

Struktura × jednotnost

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a new sys-
tem must not only be the implementer and first large--scale user;
the designer should also write the first user manual. The sep-
aration of any of these four components would have hurt TEX
significantly. If I had not participated fully in all these activi-
ties, literally hundreds of improvements would never have been
made, because I would never have thought of them or perceived
why they were important. But a system cannot be successful
if it is too strongly influenced by a single person. Once the
initial design is complete and fairly robust, the real test begins
as people with many different viewpoints undertake their own
experiments. Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer
of a new system must not only be the implementer and first
large--scale user; the designer should also write the first user
manual. The separation of any of these four components would
have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully in all
these activities, literally hundreds of improvements would never
have been made, because I would never have thought of them
or perceived why they were important. But a system cannot
be successful if it is too strongly influenced by a single person.
Once the initial design is complete and fairly robust, the real
test begins as people with many different viewpoints undertake
their own experiments. Thus, I came to the conclusion that the
designer of a new system must not only be the implementer and
first large--scale user; the designer should also write the first user
manual. The separation of any of these four components would
have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully in all
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Jednotnost × tradice

Donald Knuth
Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a new system
must not only be the implementer and first large--scale user; the
designer should also write the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components would have
hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully in all these
activities, literally hundreds of improvements would never have
been made, because I would never have thought of them or
perceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly influ-
enced by a single person. Once the initial design is complete
and fairly robust, the real test begins as people with many dif-
ferent viewpoints undertake their own experiments.

Donald Knuth
Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a new

system must not only be the implementer and first large--scale
user; the designer should also write the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components would have
hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully in all these
activities, literally hundreds of improvements would never have
been made, because I would never have thought of them or
perceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly influ-
enced by a single person. Once the initial design is complete
and fairly robust, the real test begins as people with many dif-
ferent viewpoints undertake their own experiments.

Obecné pravidlo formátování

Povolit právě tolik vyjímek z jednotnosti,

kolik je nezbytné pro zachování informace a vyznačení zvolené struktury.

Ne více.
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Požadavky na editaci dat I.

Editace obtížná:

počet, složitost a provázanost pravidel; dělba kompetencí autor–sazeč.

Z hlediska autorů

• snadnost a intuitivnost použití;

• výhradní používání strukturních elementů s jejich kontextovou nabídkou;

• zákaz či potlačení grafických elementů;

• vnucování definované struktury textu;

• odstranění rutinních a k chybám náchylných úkonů (̌císlování, obsah).
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Požadavky na editaci dat II.

Z hlediska sazečů

• grafická obecnost;

• podpora jednotnosti;

• snadnost experimentování;

• oddělení formátování od obsahu;

• čitelnost a

• minimalizace práce.

Z hlediska správců dat

• dlouhodobá platnost dat (využívání

standardů),

• multiúčelovost (zpracování variabil-

ním softwarem, různý výstup,

otev̌rený formát),

• validace definované struktury dat a

• platformní nezávislost.
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Strukturní značkování

Formát

podporující
strukturu

jednotnost

}
−→ strukturní značkování ←−

{
obsah

formátování
oddělující

Výhody strukturního značkování:

• odstínění formátování od obsahu;

• oddělení formátování od struktury;

• expertní rozdělení kompetencí;

• snadné udržování jednotnosti;

• vyšší p̌rehlednost u větších projektů

a pro více uživatelů;

• definování a verifikování struktury;

• snadná globální změna formátování;

• snažší znovuvyužití textu;

• snadné generování různých výstupů;

• snažší správa variant dokumentu.

Nevýhody strukturního značkování:

• požaduje větší disciplínu autora;

• menší flexibilitu u elementů, na které se nemyslelo p̌ri návrhu.
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Způsoby značkování

Značkovací jazyky

0 1
0

1

XMLXML

HTMLHTML
XHTMLXHTML

TEXTEX

LATEXLATEX ConTEXtConTEXt

DocBookDocBook

text processorstext processors

struktura

fo
rm

át
o
vá

n
í

• TEX Knuth 1982, LATEX Lamport 1985, ConTEXt Hagen 1996

• SGML −→ HTML −→ XML (Extensible Markup Language), standard W3C, 1997

• DocBook od 1991 http://docbook.cz

http://docbook.cz
http://docbook.cz
http://docbook.cz
http://docbook.cz
http://docbook.cz
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Editace

Editory pro strukturní značkování:

1. textový editor

+ obecnost pro textový formát, − nutná znalost formátu,

2. textový editor s podporou pro strukturní formát [Emacs, Vim, jEdit, ...]

+ bez omezení na možnosti

formátu,

+ kontextová nabídka,

+ strukturní pohyb,

+ syntaktické zvýraznění,

+ validace,

− nutná znalost formátu,

− bez grafického formátování;

3. textový (WYSIWYG) procesor [Microsoft Word, OpenOffice.org Writer, LyX]

+ snadná editace,

− bez p̌rímé validace,

− nenabádá ke strukturnímu značkování,

− problematické získání strukturo-

vaného obsahu;

4. strukturní (WYSIWYG/M) procesor [Syntext Serna, oXygen, Altova, XML-mind]

+ vstup jen dovolené struktury

(on-line validace),

+ kontextová nabídka,

+ strukturní pohyb,

+ není nutná znalost formátu,

+ grafické formátování,

− z formátu použitelné, jen co je

implementováno.
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WYSIWYG Strukturní editor

• Autor edituje v grafickém režimu;

• text jen strukturně značkuje

− vstupem z klávesnice,

− kontextovým výběrem „intelisence“,

− výběrem z menu, palet nebo záložek;

• grafický vzhled strukturním elementům p̌rǐrazen pomocí XML-FO nebo CSS.

Ukázka editace ve strukturním editoru

• 〈oXygen/〉 XML Author

• XMLmind

http://www.oxygenxml.com/demo/WYSIWYG/WYSIWYG_XML_Editing.html
http://www.oxygenxml.com/demo/WYSIWYG/WYSIWYG_XML_Editing.html
http://www.oxygenxml.com/demo/WYSIWYG/WYSIWYG_XML_Editing.html
http://www.xmlmind.com/xmleditor/flash_demos/demo1.htm
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Autor plainTEX LATEX ConTEXt
pdftex

luatex
PDF

tex

cls, sty, tex

kĺıč–hodnota, tex, mp

Sazeč

Formátování značkovacího jazyka (TEX)
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XSL Autor plainTEX LATEX ConTEXt
pdftex

luatex
PDF

DTD XSLT

XML

tex

cls, sty, tex

kĺıč–hodnota, tex, mp

Sazeč

MKII/MKIV

Formátování značkovacího jazyka (XML)
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XSL Autor plainTEX LATEX ConTEXt
pdftex

luatex
PDF

DTD XSLT

XML

strukturńı
editor

tex

cls, sty, tex

kĺıč–hodnota, tex, mp

MKII/MKIV

XML FO

Sazeč

Formátování značkovacího jazyka

(strukturní editor)
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Shrnutí

P̌ríprava dokumentů pro formátování

informace,

struktura

značkovací

jazyk
PDF

jednotnost,

estetika

typografie formátování,

design

Řešení:

• značkovací jazyk;

• strukturní editor (nevím o žádném Open Free);

• formátování založené na TEXu.
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Obrázek 2: Celostránkové dřevořezy Josefa Vá-
chala jsou těžko čitelné svou kostrbatou formou,
archaickým jazykem i obsahem. Přesto jsou dnes
velmi ceněny (a to nejen peněžně). Důvodem není
jen výjmečná řemeslná i umělecká kvalita a nadča-
sový obsah. Formální stránka dodává dílu složitě se
deroucímu na svět věrohodnosti. Podtrhává osob-
nostní komplikovanost a existenční obtíže autora,
který se pochopení svého díla nedožil. Josef Vá-
chal, Vidění sedmera dnů a planet. Paseka 1998.

Obrázek 3: Odstavcová zarážka může mít různou podobu. Nejčastěji používané je
odsazení prvního řádku dovnitř textu, ale někdy i vně, jako v tomto popisku.
Též vertikální odsunutí odstavců je běžné. Méně časté je odsazení prvního
řádku o šířku východového (posledního) řádku předchozího odstavce tak, jako
v reprodukované ukázce z Typographie Oldřicha Hlavsy [12].

Též je možné oddělit odstavce speciálním znakem, nejčastěji ¶ (z latinského capi-
tulum, anglicky zvaného pilcrow). Tento způsob se užíval hlavně ve středověku.
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SUMMARY

The poster presents a statistical analysis of the dependance of atmospheric radioactivity on the altitude. As a theoretical model explaining the
physical background of this process is not known, two parametric regression models based on Richards growth curve are proposed. We discuss
several computational challenges coming from the parameter estimating procedure and we focus on the choice of software suitable for calculations.
The second part is devoted to the statistical analysis of changes in variance of our measurements. It appears that the random terms cannot be
modelled by a series of i.i.d. random variables. On the contrary, the functional model consisting of three segments with two unknown change
points seems to be much more appropriate. Assuming normal distribution of the error terms we propose test statistic for the detection of the
linear trend in the variance and show its limit distribution. To complete the work, we estimate the change points and the variance parameters
using several methods and study their properties.

I METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
Analyzed data come from Prague-Libuš upper air meteorolog-
ical station of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, where
every month the vertical profiles of beta and gamma radioac-
tivity are measured by the radioactivity sonde system. The
radioactivity sensor consisting of two Geiger-Müller gamma
and beta tubes is a part of meteorological balloons which as-
cends from the earth’s surface up to 35 km and detects short
current pulses coming from the interaction between the radi-
ation and the tube wall material.
After several “re-calculations” the complicated measurement
process results into the data pairs (xi, yi)ni=1, where x repre-
sents the altitude and y the average number of pulses
per second in the fixed altitude x. Let us note that y is
proportional to the radiation intensity.
II APPLIED REGRESSION MODELS
The first aim of the analysis was to suggest a parametric regression model Yi = m(Xi)+εi, where m(·) repre-
sents mean amount of radiation and εi a random “error” term. As described by Hlubinka (2004), the models
m(·) are based on Richards growth curve R(x) and its derivative r(x). Unfortunately, Richards
curve itself does not describe properly the measurements in low atmospheric layers. That’s why we propose
two extended additive models. The first model consists of r(x) and a simple linear function, meanwhile
the second model of r(x) and logistic growth curve being of the form

m1(x) = r(x) + ex + k;
m2(x) = r(x) + e

(
1 + exp

{
−f(x− g)

})
+ k.

III COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES
We used the classical Least Squares method to estimate the unknown parameters of suggested models m1(x)
and m2(x). Although the principle seems to be quite simple, the minimization procedure must be performed
numerically resulting in several difficult computational problems and challenges.
SETTING UP THE INITIAL PARAMETERS
Numerical methods need initial parameters estimators to start the procedure with. The key to set up appro-
priate initial parameters is to understand their interpretation. The choice of starting points resulting from
the analysis of the parameters is described in detail by Hlubinka (2004).
NUMERICAL NON-STABILITY
The numerical stability of the minimization procedure is influenced by several factors. Because of the analytic
form of r(x) one must pay attention on representation of small numbers, exclude non-sense values
of parameters and think about appropriate data scaling.
CHOICE OF SOFTWARE
Almost every statistical or mathematical software offers some implementation of numerical methods suitable
for the Least Squares minimization. However, not all implementations are able to solve our, quite complicated,
problem with 6 (or 8) parameters to be estimated. Notice that we wish not only to obtain the reasonable
fit of the data, but we require that the estimated submodels (e.g. r(x) and the logistic curve) and their
parameters are interpretable. To obtain the best possible parameterization we applied the optimization
procedure implemented in several software packages. Finally, we decided for Matlab, Release 13,
and its lsqcurvefit function.
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Methods implemented in R and S Plus soft-
wares do not convergate at all, even if the
initial parameters are set up to the “optimal”
solution provided by Matlab.
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Mathematica 5 offers, as default, one ex-
tremely rapid function (FindFit). How-
ever, it sometimes results into non-sense
and uninterpretable parametrizations
as shown in the figure.
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Matlab, Release 13, contains two suitable functions. Presented results were obtained
by more sophisticated lsqcurvefit function from the Optimization Toolbox (right figure),
while the simplier nlinfit function from the Statistics Toolbox convergates into uninter-
pretable parametrizations (left figure).
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IV ANALYSIS OF VARIABILITY
Radioactivity measurements evidently show heteroscedasticity. The goal was to suggest a suitable parametric
model, estimate its parameters and study its properties.
PARAMETRIC MODEL
It appears that the errors εi cannot be modelled by a series of
i.i.d. random variables. To gain an idea about a suitable para-
metric model for the variance, we fitted squared errors using a
kernel estimator as shown in the figure. Based on this estima-
tion, the parametric functional model for σ2(xi) = var Yi in the
form of

σ2(x) = σ2 + δ2
[

x− xs

xt − xs
I
(
x ∈ (xs, xt〉

)
+ I

(
x ∈ (xt,∞)

)]
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seems to be much more appropriate. Having two unknown real parameters σ2 > 0 and δ ≥ 0 it consists
of three segments and may change its behavior in two unknown altitudes (two unknown change points
xs and xt).
CHANGE POINT DETECTION

H: σ2(x) = σ2, ∀x ∈ 〈x1, xn〉
A: ∃xs, xt ∈ {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, xs < xt,

σ2(x) = σ2, 0 ≤ x ≤ xs,

= σ2 +
x − xs

xt − xs
δ2, xs < x ≤ xt,

= σ2 + δ2, xt < x ≤ xn.

A natural question appears: Is the variance constant or
not? More precisely, the question is how to perform a statisti-
cal test of the hypothesis of a constant variance against
the alternative of two unknown change points.
Assuming independent Yi ∼ N(m(xi), σ2(xi)) and being in-
spired by Gupta and Ramanayake (2001), we propose a test
statistic and show its limit distribution. Main ideas and key
steps are summarized in the box below. The formal, very long
and tedious proof is available on request.

1 TRANSFORMATION
Assuming independent and normal Ui we get

Wj =
σ2

2j−1
2

U 2
2j−1 + U 2

2j

σ2
2j

∼ Exp(σ2
2j−1)

2 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD APPROACH
For fixed change points s and t we have ML ratio

ls,t(σ
2, δ2) =

n/2∏
j=1

fA(Wj)

fH(Wj)
.

Using the sum-type principle, for unknown s, t we
obtain the test statistic in the form of

T = const. ·
∑

γjWj∑
Wj

3 MOMENTS OF T
To calculate moments of T denote

Zj = Wj

⎛
⎝

n/2∑
k=1

Wk

⎞
⎠

−1

.

The vector (Z2, Z3, . . . , Zn/2)
′ has n/2− 1 dimensional Dirich-

let distribution with all parameters equal 1. Moments of T can
be easily calculated using moments of Z for fixed n.

4 LIMIT DISTRIBUTION
The test statistic has asymptotic normal distribution, i.e.

V =
T − ET√

var T
∼ N(0, 1)

and n = 100 is enough to use its asymptotic properties.

ESTIMATORS
As expected, we rejected the null hypothesis for
all data sets. To complete the study we have
to estimate the change points and the parame-
ters σ2 and δ2 of the segmented model. We sug-
gested estimators based on the Least Squares
method, Weighted Least Squares method and
the L1 approach using Iteratively Weighted
Least Squares method and the linear pro-
gramming. L1 approach seems to be satis-
factory for the change points estimations,
on the contrary LS and WLS methods
are much more appropriate for estimat-
ing the variance parameters.

The optimal estimator combines the L1-
estimator for change points with the WLS-
estimator of variance parameters σ2 and δ2.
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Warning !!! As shown in
the figures, the change points
estimators based on the Least
Squares methods (blue line)
are extremely sensitive to
the “outliers”. On the con-
trary, L1 approach (red line)
provides much more stable es-
timations.
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V FUTURE PLANS
The presented work should be understood as the first step in analyzing atmospheric radiation. However, a lot
of interesting statistical and meteorological questions still remain without satisfactory answers. Among them,
we would like to focus mainly on the following:
• how to detect a seasonality in our measurements when considered as functional data;
• how to estimate quantiles of the radiation in different altitudes to be able to set up an alarm system;
• how to improve numerical methods to obtain more stable parameterizations of proposed models.
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Domácí meta vznikne odstřižením rohů ze čtverce
velikosti 43 cm, ostatní mety mají tvar čtverce o
hraně 38 cm. Vnitřní hrana obdelníkového území
pálkaře o rozměrech 91×213 cm je odsazena od
hrany domácí mety o15 cm a přečnívá o 91 cm roh
hřiště. ������������������������������������������������������� ������������������������������������������������������
Hrají jej dvě mužstva (oficiálně o devíti členech).
Hráči družstva v poli (polaři) mohou být kdeko-
liv v poli, jen nadhazovač a chytač musí být ve
svém území. Družstva se pravidelně střídají ve
hře na pálce i v poli. Směna je období hry, kdy
totéž mužstvo hrálo na pálce i v poli. Ke střídání
úloh dojde, pokud družstvo v poli dosáhne třetího
autu. �������������������������������������������������������� �������������������������������������������������������
Účelem hráče na pálce je správně odpálit, proběh-
nout metovou dráhu (dotknout se v pořadí první,
druhé třetí a domácí mety) dříve, než je vyau-
tován. Za takový oběh získá jeho mužstvo bod.
Úkolem polařů je zabránit běžci v získání bodu
tím, že jej autují dříve, než dokončí oběh. ��� ��

Nadhazování
�
Nadhazovač musí zaujnout postavení oběma

nohama na zemi a musí se nohama dotýkat nad-
hazovací mety. ������������������������������������������� ������������������������������������������
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